Introduction to the Exchange Management Shell
The Microsoft Exchange Management Shell, built on Microsoft Windows PowerShell technology, is a powerful management interface that you can use to
manage every aspect of Exchange Server 2007 from the command line. You can interact directly with the Exchange Management Shell via the command line,
write scripts for automation, or integrate your applications with the underlying engine. Simply put, the Exchange Management Shell puts you in control of
your Exchange infrastructure. Here are some of its key benefits:
• Scripting made safe and easy The Exchange Management Console doesn’t just use the Exchange Management Shell to perform operations; the
wizards show you what Exchange Management Shell commands they're performing. Copy the commands the wizards create and paste them directly
onto the command line or into a script. After you've modified the parameters to your liking, test your scripts or commands by using the WhatIf
parameter, which lets you see the results before you make any changes to your environment.
• Maximize your time, not your frustration The Exchange Management Shell gives you more power than any other scripting solution to tackle the
problems you face. It gives you a robust and flexible scripting platform to integrate with your current scripting solutions, and it lets you communicate
natively with data sources like COM and Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI). Use your time wisely, creating useful solutions instead of
creating the framework to support them.
• Repeat after us: No more text parsing! Based on Microsoft .NET, the Exchange Management Shell cmdlets accept and return structured data instead of
plain text. This enables you to easily pass data back and forth without messy text parsing. Turn even CSV and XML files into objects that you can
manipulate and consume on a single line.
• Clear and simple All cmdlets are named by using verb-noun pairs that clearly identify the feature or component being managed, and the action that's
being taken. You don't have to guess what a cmdlet does anymore. When you see the Move—Mailbox cmdlet, you know exactly what it’s used for.
The following table gives you a quick overview of the Exchange Management Shell fundamentals. Most cmdlets use these basic features to enable you to
easily administer your Exchange organization.
Common Cmdlet Actions
The New verb creates a new instance of something, such as a new configuration setting, a new database, or a new SMTP connector.
NewRemove- The Remove verb removes an instance of something, such as a mailbox or transport rule. All Remove- cmdlets support the WhatIf and Confirm parameters.
For more information about these parameters, see the “Important Parameters” section.
Enable- The Enable verb enables a setting or mail-enables a recipient.
Disable-

The Disable verb disables an enabled setting or disables a mail-enabled recipient. All Disable- cmdlets also support the WhatIf and Confirm parameters. For more
information about these parameters, see the “Important Parameters” section.

Set-

The Set verb modifies specific settings of an object, such as changing the alias of a contact or changing the deleted item retention value on a mailbox database.

Get-

The Get verb queries a specific object or a subset of a type of object, such as a specified mailbox, all mailbox users, or mailbox users under a domain.

Important Parameters
-Identity

The Identity parameter identifies the unique object for the cmdlet and is generally used with Enable, Disable, Remove, Set, and Get cmdlets. The Identity
parameter is also a positional parameter, which means that you don’t have to specify Identity when you specify the parameter's value on the command line.

-WhatIf

The WhatIf parameter instructs the cmdlet to simulate the actions that the cmdlet would take on the object. By using the WhatIf parameter, you can “test-drive”
a command before you make any real changes to your environment.

-Confirm

The Confirm parameter causes the cmdlet to pause and requires the administrator to acknowledge what the cmdlet will do before processing continues.

-Validate

The Validate parameter, which is available on certain cmdlets, causes the cmdlet to check that all prerequisites for running the operation are satisfied and that
the operation will complete successfully.

Tips & Tricks
Get-Command *keyword*

Retrieves cmdlets that have keyword in the cmdlet

Get-cmdlet | Format-List

Displays the output of the query in a formatted list

Help cmdlet

Retrieves help information for any cmdlet in Exchange Server 2007 (Example: Help Get-Mailbox)

Help cmdlet
– <Detailed | Full | Examples>

Retrieves additional help information for any cmdlet in Exchange 2007. (Example: Help New-JournalRule –Detailed)

Help cmdlet
–Parameter parameter

Retrieves help for a specific parameter or multiple parameters on a specific cmdlet. To retrieve multiple parameters that contain the same string,
enclose the string with wildcard characters. (Example: Help Set-Mailbox –Parameter *email*)

Help -Role *server role*

Retrieves a list of all cmdlets that manage the components of a specific server role. (Example: Help-Role *Mailbox*) For information about valid
values, see “Getting Help” in the Exchange 2007 Help file.

Help -Component *component*

Retrieves a list of all cmdlets that manage a specific feature. For information about valid values, see “Getting Help” in the Exchange 2007 Help file.

cmdlet<tab>
cmdlet -parameter<tab>

Use tab completion to complete a cmdlet name or parameter name. Enter a partial name for cmdlet, and then press the TAB key to cycle through
all cmdlets that contain the text you specified. Or if you want to cycle through all the parameters on a cmdlet, specify the cmdlet and a partial
parameter name, and then press the TAB key to cycle through all the available parameters. You can also use wildcard characters, for example, Help
*UM*.

Get-MailboxDatabase Store1 |
Get-Mailbox

Pipelining enables you to pass objects from one cmdlet to another. All verbs in a noun-set (cmdlets with the same noun) can pass objects between
each other by using pipelines, and many cmdlets outside the same noun-set can do the same. The example at left returns a list of all mailboxes
located in Store1.
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You can get help directly
from the command line.

Multi-thread support lets you
perform multiple tasks faster
and more efficiently.

View the progress of longer running commands as they
perform their tasks.

View only the information you want to see in the format you
want. Use wildcards to match multiple properties or if you don't
remember the exact name of the property.

Use pipelines to pass objects between cmdlets so that you can
retrieve specific objects only, such as all the mailboxes that are
located in a specific mailbox database.
With native object support, you can instantly act on the data
that is returned to you. For example, you can move all the
mailboxes in one mailbox store to another mailbox store.

Cmdlet name.
Quick introduction to the cmdlet and
what it does.
Lists every parameter available, and
in what combinations they can be used.

A detailed description of the cmdlet,
how it interacts with Exchange, and
what permissions are required to run it.

A description of each available parameter
and the input values they take.

Real-world examples of commands
that you're likely to perform.

For more information about the Exchange Management Shell, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=64647
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